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Kavanaugh, GOP dig in for a fight
SUPREME COURT »
Nominee, senators vow
he will be confirmed
By SEAN SULLIVAN, SEUNG
MIN KIM AND JOHN WAGNER
WASHINGTON POST

Republicans launched a fullscale campaign Monday to install Brett Kavanaugh on the
Supreme Court, dismissing
new allegations of sexual misconduct as Democratic smears
while the embattled nominee

asserted he has no intention of
bowing out.
President Donald Trump
vowed to support his choice “all
the way,” Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, R-Kentucky, guaranteed that Kavanaugh will receive a vote “in the
near future,” and the nominee
coupled a letter to the Senate
railing against “grotesque and
obvious character assassination” with an emotional television interview, an unusual step
for a judicial pick.
“I’m not going anywhere,”

Kavanaugh said in an interview
with Fox News Channel, his
wife, Ashley, by his side. He said
he has “never sexually assaulted anyone, in high school or otherwise.”
The GOP defiance and accusations of a Democratic and
media effort to sink Kavanaugh
underscored the urgency in the
Republican Party to confirm
the judge as the court begins its
new term next week, and GOP
leaders brace for the midterm
elections.
Conservatives have elevated

clear whether they had
this Supreme Court nom- INSIDE
ination fight to a political Protesters back the votes.
“Friday
would
be
litmus test, demanding Kavanaugh’s
possible,” said Senate
that the GOP deliver Ka- accusers: ‘The
vanaugh’s confirmation wave of women Majority Whip John
Cornyn, R-Texas, alor face a backlash at the is here’ / A2
though he said he would
polls, in which Republidefer to the committee’s
can congressional machairman, Sen. Chuck Grassley,
jorities are at stake.
Top Republican senators sig- R-Iowa.
The nationally televised Fox
naled an openness to the Senate
Judiciary Committee voting on interview marked a new tactic
the nomination by the end of for Kavanaugh, who has mostthe week, reflecting the speed ly hunkered down and avoided
at which they want to confirm
Kavanaugh, although it was unTURN TO KAVANAUGH » PAGE A2

WILDFIRE DETECTION » Utility that some blame for last October’s
calamity announces plan to fund 9 additional monitor cameras

PG&E aids alert system

Tyler Bratton

Plea deal
reached
in SSU
stabbing
SR man to be freed next
month per involuntary
manslaughter terms
By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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Ryan Ferrell, a research technician and Tosha Comendant, conservation science manager at Pepperwood Preserve in Santa Rosa, at the site of
footings for a camera tower on Monday. PG&E is paying for nine fire monitoring cameras, two of which will be located on the Preserve.
By J.D. MORRIS
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

P

G&E is paying for nine
high-definition
cameras
to monitor potential wildfires in the North Bay, greatly
expanding a nascent network
first responders and government
leaders already are using to respond to blazes in the region.
California’s largest utility
hopes the cameras will be up
and running around Sonoma,
Napa and Marin counties by the
end of the year, a spokeswoman said Monday. The cameras
— estimated to cost as much as

$700,000 to install and operate
for one year — can help first
responders get a faster understanding of where wildfires are
spreading and how fast they are
moving.
The pan-tilt-zoom cameras
backed by PG&E will be part of
the broad AlertWildfire system,
a growing network in California
and beyond that provides a real-time eye in the sky for emergency officials. Cameras in the
network also feed live images to
a public website, alertwildfire.
org.

Sonoma
County communications
technician
Dustin Mair
displays
one type of
camera that
will be used
to help spot
fires around
Sonoma
County.

A 20-year-old Santa Rosa man
who said he was defending himself and a friend when he fatally
stabbed an intruder in a Sonoma State University dorm room
has pleaded guilty to felony involuntary manslaughter.
Tyler Bratton will be released
from Sonoma County Jail in
October when he is sentenced
for the May 13 killing of Steven John Garcia, 26, according
to the terms of a plea agreement reached with prosecutors
late last week, Sonoma County
Chief Deputy District Attorney
Spencer Brady said. Bratton has
been in jail since May 14.
Garcia had forced his way
into the dorm room of Sonoma
State University freshman Riley
O’Rourke when Bratton tried
to stop him, according to O’Rourke’s testimony during a preliminary hearing.
Garcia grabbed Bratton by
the neck and Bratton pulled out
a knife, she said.
The dorm room confrontation followed an argument between O’Rourke and another
woman, Rebecca Stjern, outside a Santa Rosa house where
a group of young people had
been partying and drinking,
and again at a grocery store
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Rosenstein keeps his job, for now
Deputy attorney general
set to meet with president
Thursday regarding reports

By ZEKE MILLER AND ERIC TUCKER
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — After a long
weekend spent wondering if he should
resign or would be fired, Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein still
has his job — at least for now.
President Donald Trump gave Ro-
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senstein a three-day reprieve pending
their face-to-face White House showdown on Thursday. That’s when the
man who oversees the Trump-Russia
investigation will respond to reports
that he had discussed secretly recording the president and possibly using
constitutional procedures to remove
him from office.
The revelation that Rosenstein last
year had broached the idea of taping
the president touched off a dramatic
weekend of conversations with the
White House in which he offered to
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one official to resign and confided to
another that he was considering doing so, according to two people familiar with the discussions who spoke on
condition of anonymity to discuss private conversations.
Even as he took issue with the reports, Rosenstein arrived at the White
House on Monday expecting to be
fired, according to another person
who spoke on condition of anonymity. Instead, after he met with chief of
TURN TO ROSENSTEIN » PAGE A10

MEDICINE MARKET: Despite promises from

Trump, prescription drugmakers still raising
far more prices than they’re cutting / A6
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Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein leaves the
White House after meeting with officials Monday.
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